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ABSTRACT
Directed reading activities found in' commercially

produced instructional materials usually contain information that is
aimed atdhelping children understand the story as well as helping
them to develop other skills. To test the effectiveness of both
establishing background knowledge and directing children toward.
Central story content, two commercial directed reading lessons were
revised to 'introduce pertinent ,information and help children foirm a
"map" of the central story content. Twenty-four third gride children''
read the story as part of an original commercial lesson, and 24 read
it as part -of a revised lesson. After each lesson, the children
recalled the story and answered 35 questions about explicit and
implicit story content. Results indicated that (1) the reNtised,
version of the lesson exerted a greater influence on comprehension
than did the original commercial lesson, (2) the points at which the
revised lesson made direct contact with the story exerted
influence on ,Comprehension. than did points at which only in irect
contact.was made, and (3) in the revised lesson, the questions
following.each,segment of the story and the preparation before the
story Vxerted greater influence on comprehension then did other
lesson components. (Copies1of materials used in the study are
appended.) (FL)
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The Effects,of Reading Lessons on
COmprehension*: A Processing

Description

Richard C. Omanson, Isabel I.. Beck, :lames F. Voss,
and Margaret G. McKeown

University of Pittsburgh

Directed reading lessons found in commercially produced mstructional ma-
terials usually contain information that is aimed at helping children un-
derstand the story as well as helping them to develop other skills. A
commercial directed reading lesson was revised to introduce information
related to the story and to help the children form a "map" of the central slots
content. A processing description of the way in which the components of the
commercial and the revised lessons influenced comprehension was provided.
Models assuming that different aspects of the lessons weremailed dining
comprehension were fit to the ctfildren's recall of the lesson story.. It was
found that: (I) the revised lesson ,exerted a greater influence on compie
hension than did the commercial lesson; (2) the points at which the revised

lesson nitde direct contact with the story exerted a greater influence on corn
prehension than did the points at which only indirect contact was Made; and

0) in the revised lesson, the questions following each segment of the stun y and

the preparation before the story exerted greater influence on c,omptehension

than did other lesson components. Implications for instruction and Inoue
modeling work are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Every morning in many primary gr9de classrooms, the following scenario

takes place. A teacher calls together a small group of children; has them sit

in a "circle," and begins the daily reading lesson. Following the suggested
format in the teacher's manual that accompanies the reading' series in mc,

the teacher prepares the children for that day's reading selection': First, are

. ___.... ... _ ._.. .. . ... ___ .._ . _ _ . _. .._ . ,

Reque 1% tut ripiintS 111)11IiI Ile ..ettrio Itichaiil t Omalimin,. 1)4 I I edlimir Iter:11..11 andi
Ovveloin 1011 ( culler, I gm% et %ity of l'illImit gli, 14)14? (Ellahl siluct,.1,111..0,110,, in li..bn,
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childien are introduced 10 vocabulary and concepts that the teacher's
manual had identified as important to the story and potentially problematic
to' children. A second type of preparation then occars in which the
hildi en ate :doted to story events that occur in the first one-totwo page

v segment. (he segiiient is typically called a silent reading unit (SRU).
I onowpg this fist SRU prepaialion, the children silently read the SRU,
.s.11K-11 contains pictures. When the children finish reading the SRCA,tlie
CIdICI 111k s a series of questions about its contents. Then, the teacher
pieptes the children for the nexeSRU and the procedure if repeated until
lie y is finished. The scenario just described, consisting of Story Prepa-
Limon, tikrl Preparation, l'ictines. and SRU Questions, makes up 'what is
kuu\%u m the leading Iield as a directed reading lesson. Ishe directed Leading
lesson is a traditional way 10 teach reading. It is at least as old as the
\lc(iulfv readers 04 the I 820's and is still the major way that reading is

11w fact that diricied reading lessons are pervasively used does nut mean
that unilormly facilitate comprehension. 1 here is wide V:111ill Ion in
Iii' rlfeeli \ c Ind! VIdlIAMCSs011S of commercially produced prow ams ale ni
helping diddle!' comprehend reading selections (Beck, McKeown,
\Ic( aslin, & !hakes, 1979; Durkin, 1981). In order.to make the effect-

.
\ cues, of directed reading lessons uniformly high, Beck, Otnanson &
IcKeowii( 1982) argued that the lesson should: (1) introduce and establish

!,)acispionnd knowledge assumed by the text, and (2) help children to con-
..tinut a -map" of the story which involves giving them a good grasp of the
sio'ry'5 central content. This often is not done in commercjally produced
piowl aiiis (Beck et al., 1982). The motivation for optilhizing success in coin-

ehending individual reading lessons conies from the 'notion that children
sue more likely to become proficient at comprehension if they have large
nimilieis of successful encounters with comprehending stories. This is
ecause it is repeated successful encounters with stories that provide the
pi.iciiee necessary to make the processes involved in comprehension
....I I icieut.

u test the effectiveness for story comprehension of establishing back-
ei timid knowledge and directing children toward eentral story content. two
,otumercial directed reading lessons were revised. Third grade children were
then individually administered either the revised 'or the commercial versions
ot the two lessons. After the children finished each lesson, they recalled the
%tory Iront memory and answered 35 forced choke questions about explicit
and implicit story content. Beck( el al. found that the revised lessons re.ulted
in grottier slot), understanding. While the Beck et al-. study demonstrated
'hat I he above Iwo principles could he 'used to produce lessons that facil-
atdvcompieliension, the study did not provide a theoretical explanation

41..ot Infw the revised lesson produced such facilitation. The purpose of the

.
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present paper is to provide a theoretical basis for the Beck et al. findings by

extending the 10mm:1i and van Dijk (J974) model of text combrehension.

: METHOD

Subjects and Design

Recall protocols for one strir the two groups bil- children in the Heck

et al. stud), were used. One group c 'misted of 24 third grade.children who

read the story as part of an origins commercial lesson. A second group

consisted of 24 third grade children whoread the same story as part of the

revised. lesson. Both groups of children had a Thean grade eqinvalem score

of 4.1 (range = 2.5 (1,) 6.7) on the Level I reading subtest of the Wide Range

Achievement Test (Jastak & Jastak, 1965).

Materials

Story

The materials fete study consisted of a second grade dirc:cted reading

lesson horn leve1.7 of the Reading' 720 series (Clymer, 1976) and its revised

counter part . The story upon which this lesson is based, "The Raccoon and

Mrs. McGinnis", contains 811 words. Its plot involves a woman who wishes

on a star, a raccoon who comes nightly toiler doorstep to look for food,

and some bandits. The raccoon's masked appearance happens to frighten

the bandits into dropping a bag of money. The raccoon picks up the bag

and evciu 'Lilly drops it on Mrs. McGinnis' doorstep while looting lot food.

Finding the money, Mrs. McGinnis attributes it to her wish on a stilt

In order to model comprehension, the story was analyzed in tel of the

number of propositions it contained WO and in terms of the number of
processing cycle's into which each proposition entered according It, the

Kimsib and van Dijk model and according to our extensions of this model.

both of hich are described in a later seetion.

Lessons

The commercial and revised directed reading lessons surrounding the

story consisted of a Story Preparation, SRI) Preparation, Pictures, and
SRU Questions. Both versions of the Iesson took approximately 30 minutes

to administer. A brief deseriptiOn of each of the lesson components ot the

`revised lesson is presented and cowl asted with its commercial counterpart

Story Preparation. The Story Preparat 11111 component was t evised ut

consideration of the knowledge needed to comprehend the story. -Inc major

lb

ab,
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concepts around which the preparation was built were coincidence, since
MI s.McGinnis' wish comes true through 'a series of coincidences, and Habit,
since the raccoon's habitual behavior fllows the coincidences to occur.

1-he revisions coffin'st with the Story,j'repAration component provided
by the commercial lesson, which focused on a discussion of raccoons as
clever, playful animals. It did not include information about raccoons that
was judsqd as most useful for story comprehension, nor did it present the
notion of coincidence. A si nary .of both the revised and commercialill
!-)141y Prepatation cotillion its is presented in Appendix A.

SRO Preparation. The revised SRU Preparation component had a
iwo-told purpose. First, it reoriented the children to the cinnral story
conteni by providing a) focus (In key upcoming events. Second, it activated
knowledge by referring to concepts previously introduced in the Story Prep-
alation. [he activities of the SRU Preparation component of the com-
met chit lesson embodied a variety of purposes, and often did not focus on
ielo ideas. The questions and directives of both the revised and commercial
'-iitl I Preparivion components are presented in Appendix B.

Pittures. The pictures accompanying the story in the revised lesson
were drawn to depict central content in a manner consistent with the overall`
plot of the story. In contrast, the pictures for'the commercial lesson were
drawn in a fanciful style which contradicted the real-life nature of the plot.
the revised 'whites had content similar to the commercial pictures, but
were realistic in style. It was assumed that this style would be more likely .to
pr.mote the idea that the story was a plausible one..The'only changes in
content of the revised pimures involved the elimination of detail that con-.
flicied .with story content. A summary of the content of both the revised
and commercial pictures is presented in -Appendix C.

SRU Questions. The SKU 'Questions for the revised lesson were de-
eloped from the central events and relations to help the children graisp the

plot of tare sun v. [he SKU questions in the commercial lesson did not seem
to he derived froni, any such systematic procedure. %% bile some of the
iffiesoons aimed at eliciting important story 'content, others tapped
mloi !nation that was irrelevant to the story line. The questions in
both the revised and commercial SKU Question components are given in.,
Appendix D.

Prfessing Model

The models we constructed were based upon Kintsch and an Dijk's (1978)
model of comprehension. According to the model, the microstructure of a
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S101 y consists of a cohesive set of units of meaning called proposit ions. .I'he
Kintsch and van Dijk model assumes that a reader typically breaks down
each sentence of a text into four or five propositiOns. These propositions
arc then pi ocess,ed in terms of units called cycles. Each cycle involves 1)10
cessmg the propositions contained in a single sentence. During the first
cycle, the propositions contained in the I irst sentence are encoded. To rep-
resent this encoding, the Kintsch and van Dijk model constructs a collet ence
graph, a branching structure That hierackically connects the propositions to
a leA 'proposition on the basis of the overlap among the word concepts
tin punt:ins) contained in each proposition. The model assumes that
because readers are limited in the amount of information they can hold in
workingincritory at any given time, only a tkiall number of the most recent
and superordinate propositions are "carried over" or held inemory to be
part of the next processing cycle. The new propositions entering the next
cycle are then connected to one of the propositions that was carried over. If
a new proposition contains the same argument as a previous proposition
that was not carried over, that previous proposition is "reinstated" into the
Lin tent cycle, allowing a cohesive rehition to be established between the two
proposuicps. Thus, through carry-overs and reinstatements, the specific
cohesive( relations that mold t he individual propositions into the
micrOtst ruCtilre are _made. e t

.

On the basis of these processing assumptions, the Kintsch and van Di;k
model predicts that the probability of a proposition being recalled increases
expOnentially as a function of the number of cycles in which it occurs. rhe

...specitic, relationship is described as R -- I tl p)'', where I? equals the
probability of recall, p equals the probability of recall of a proposition that
has ppekired in a singli cycle,.and n equals the number of cycleshas in whit. h
Or proposition has appeared.

Extending the Processing Model

Oni assumptions in extending the Kintsch and van Dijk model to the ,Lan
"prehension of stories in directed reading lessons was that not only t he situ y
test itself iflnemes comprehension, but the WI-rounding Mittel lid also
exerts an influence. That is, in directed reading lessons, Sim), hepaGn

Preparation, Pictures, and SKU Questions cacti influence cumpre.
hension. "Ulm, in the present study, while the story text per se was identical
for both the revised lesson (hereafter, RI.) and commeicial lesson.
Om ea ftei (1.) groups, it was h) pot hewed t hat the commercial and iesisrd
lesson components mentioned above would differentially influence copre
hension of the two groups.

To assess the influence of the lesson components, we identified for each
statement, question, and picture of the sin rounding lesson components the
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lest propositions with which the components made contact. Specifically,
wo types of contact were distinguished: direct and indirect. Direct contact

includes contact that: (I) portrays a specific story event through deScrip-
(ions, questions, or pictures; or (2) introdtices or exemplifies a concept

mnportant to the story. Indirect contact includes contact that: (1) askS about
.t child's personal experience with a type of character or story event without
using it to make a relation to the story per se; (2) asIs about or describes in a
global fashion all the actions a character perfor4m in a SKI. Examples of
direct contact that portrays a story event include( reminding the children
that, in a previous SRI, Mrs. McGinnis went to bed, a picture showing the
story event of the bandits walking through the woods, and askinr. the chil-
(hen "Why did the bandits go to Mrs. McGinnis' house?". In the latter ques-
tion example; direct contact was considered to exist for both the queried
event (going to Mrs. McGinnis' house) and the target answer (to steal the
cow and pigs). Direct contact that introduces an important concept includes
discussing and exemplifying the notion of a habit, which makes contact
with story events such as Mrs. McGinnis' habit of setting out bread for the
raccoon. Examples of indirect contact that asks about a child's personal
experience include asking the children if they have ever seen a raccoon
before:without connecting that notion to the story per se. Indirect contact
that globally describes all the actions of a character includes telling the child
to read to find out what the raccoon did in a segment of texi where the rac-
coon pursued a number of activities.

1 hese two types of contact points were identified for both the revised .and
commercial lessons. A second judge was then given list of specific

ti idell nes for when to include or exclude modifying propositions, rope=
talons , and other potentially confusing types of propositions. This second,
judge then identified the contact' points contained in the first half of each
component of the commercial and revised lessons, Interrater reliability
(agreements/ agreements + disagreements) between the two sets of contact
points was .86: Disagreements were resolved by mutual consent.

'I he umbel of propositions with at least one contact floint from the
tevised lesson was 98 and from the control lessons was 110. Of these propo-
sitions. 70 Made conflict with both leSs.ons.'

having identified the contact points between the text and the sun ounding
lesson material, we next incorporated the contact points into the Kintsch
and van Dijk model of comprehension. We assumed that each contact point
provides redundancy than increases the probability of recall of the par-
ticular proposition involved. Within the framework of the Kihtsch and vatr
Dijk model, the effects oh 1 his redundancy can be conceptualized in a way

_ . ._....________
'A list etch proposition's contact points in the revisetland comnitrcial lessons is avaithble

oin Ihr inn hots

9
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similar to text reinstatements. Specifically, contact made during the Story
Preparation, SRU Preparation, and Pictures can be thought to involve
retrieving frog' memory that component's reference .to the text when the
story event is read. Similarly, contact madeduring the SRU Question com-
ponent can be thought to involve retrieving Frain memory the text propo-
sitions to which the question refers. Thus, as with text reinstatements, each
contact point between the lesson and story was assumed to involve
retrieving from memory a text proposition.

In order to incorporate these assumptions into the Kintsch and van Dijk
model, we added to the value of the cycle variable (n), for each proposition
the-number of times the lesson made contact with it. For example, if a prop-
osition had appeared in three processing cycles, was depicted in the
pictures, and asked about in the SRU questions, its cycle variabRzfh) would
be 5, and the resulting cycle equation would be R -- 1 - (I pr . Since we
assuined that the contact points between the lesson and text functioned like
text reinstatements, we refer to contact points as "lesson reinstatements."
As-will be described later, we examined models incorporating direct, in-

,
direct, and both direct and indirect lesson reinstatments.

RESULTS

Amount of Recall

The children's recalls were scored as to whether they contained .the .gist of
each proposition. A second judge scored 10% of the recalls (three from the
RI. group and two fro e CL group). Interrater reliability between the
two sets of recalls w ,91.

The results from the recall data revealed a non-reliable difference
between the RL groups' recalls, M = 34.5, and the.C1, group's recall,
M = 27.8, 1 (46) = 1.33, p < .15. However, recall of the.70 propositions
that both lessons made contact with (hereafter referred to as common target
propositions) was reliably greater for the RL group, M = 20.* than for the
CL group, M = 14.9, t (46) = 2.50, p< .05;

In order to describe the differences in the pattern of these two gioups'
recalls, a method employed by Spilich, Vesonder, Chiesi, & Voss (1979) was
used. First, the proportion of children in each group recalling each of i he70
common target propositions was determined. From these data, recall proto-
cols were generated which consisted of the common target- propositions
recalled by at least 500/0 of the subjects in each of the two groups. These.
data are presented in Table I. r

The 50010 .recall of the common target proposititms of both groups in-
dicated that the story involved a lady, bandits, a raccoon, a cow, pigs, and a

o
U
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TABLE 1
50% Recall Texts of Common Target Propositions by the Revised and

Commercial Lbsson droops

Com:net, ial Revised

I here Alin a lady, a raccoon, some bandits,
.1 0%,, Sonic 11114%, 111t1 a barn in the Story.
I Ile handn, stoic the row and pigs. I hen
Mey anew down their moneybag and ran

MCGIIMIS lound the moneybag
her ,tops.

There was a lady, a raccoon. some bandits.
a cow, some Pigs, and a barn, in the story.
Mrs. Mi.litnins wished for a ham. The
raccoon came down from his tree, picked
up some bread, swished it in the water, and
ate it. Then he heard two bandits coming
along. The bandits stole the cow and pigs.
Theo they threw down their moneybag and
ran away. The raccoon dropped the
moneybag on Mrs. McGinnis' doorstep.
The next day, Mrs. McGinnis found the
moneybag. .

hare. I1uwevcr, I he only events in the 500/o recall text of the CL group were
that the bandits stole the animals, that they threw down their moneybag and
fan away, and that Mrs..'McCiinnis found the Moneybag..In contrail, the
01:111% in the 50% recall of the commod target propositions of the R L group
indicated that Mrs. McGinnis made a wish, that the raccoon came down
DroneDrone his tree, toOk and ate the bread, that lie saw 'the two bandits and later
took to the doorstep the moneybag.they threw down, and" that Mrs.
McGinnis found the moneybag the next morning. The 50% recall text of the
-RI. group thus provided a better account of the story than did the 50%
recall text' of the Cliroup. It included the major events of all the characters
including the raccoon, and better captured the coincidental flavor of the
story. 5.

.

Lesson Effects

Revised Versus Commercial Lesson

The,m9st important differences in the recall data concern the effects of
the two lessons on the pattern of recall. To study these. effects in greater
detail, two types of models vitlre fitted to each group's recall data. The first
type of model was an extension of the Kintsch and van DO model that
incorporated both the direct and indirect lesSon reinstatements from either
the revised or commercial lesson. These models are called Revised-Support
and Commercial-Support since they incorporate the supportive lesson mate-
rial surrounding the text in the form of lesson reinstatements. Specifically,
he Revised- Support model incorporated 278 lesson reinstatements distrib-

.mcd over 98 propositions, whereas 'the Commercial-Support model incor-

11
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porated 152 lesson reinstatements distributed over 110 propositions. The
Revised- and. Commercial-Support models thus assumed that both the
propositional structu of the text and the surroundingroe unding lesson material
influences comprehension.sion. The second type of model, called No-Support,
employed the Kitillal and van Dijk model without including reference to
any lesson reinstatements. This model assumed that only the propositional
structure of the text, and not the surrounding. lesson material, influenced
comprehension. The greater the difference between the Support and No-
Support models, the greater the influence of the lesson on comprehension.

Validity of Support Models. Comparing the Revised-Support,
Commercial-Support and No-Support models assumes that the two Sup-
port models provide a reasonable processing description of the joint effect
of a particular lessop andtext on comprehension. In order to test the valid-
ity of this assumption, the Revised- and COmmercial-Support models were
fit to the recalls of both the RL and CL groups: If the two Support models
describe the joint effect of their respective lesson and text on comprehen-
sion, each niodelshould fit the recall of the subjects that received the mod-
eled lesson better than the' recall:of subjects who received the other lesson.
Equations for each proposition were generated from the Commercial- and

vised-Support models. An estimate of the p parameter-value was derivedri,12
for each 'model by the STEPIT proc.edure (Chandler, 1975) using the pia,
portion of subjects recalling each Proposition fol estimating purposes.
from. the estimated p vaIng, an index of fit in terms of recall variance
accounted for was calculated.' These results are presented in 'table 2.

As shown in Table 2, more of the Cl. gr'oup's 'variance is accounted for
wah the Commercial-Support model (.390) than with the Revised-Support

Ilse formula used to calculate the recall variance accounted for was:

L P,)2

(x, x2

where x, the proportion of subjects recalling an individual proposition

x - the mean proportion of subjects recalling a proposition

, the predicted proportion of subjects recalling an individual proposition

the proposition index running from 1 to n propositions
alteratt lye estimate of fit that could have been used is RMSD Spilich et al 19791calcii-

laic(' as:

P,)2

n

When RMSD was used, the same pattern of results for emit gimp was obtained

2
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.

A TABLE 2
Relative. Fit of Revised-, Commercial-, and No- Support Model's "N

Index of Fit

irImp

....Revised
Support

.

Model

Revised

Recall Variance
Accounted for

.415 ?

13ikerial Correlation
Illetween Predicted
and Actual Recall

., .647_,

Value of p
Parameter_

.050

Support,
,

-

Commercial .314.
. to-

.576 .054

' Support
L

No .226 '.b06 .063

Support
_

Commercial

,,

Support
Revised - .361 .637 .036

Support

Commercial .390 .610 .045

Support

No .307 .602 .053 .

Support

mode! (.361). Similarly, more of the RL group's recall variance is accounted
for with the Revised-Support model (.415) than witirhe Commercial- -

Support model (.314). These results suggest that both the Revised- and
Commercial-Support models provide a reasonable index of that lesson's
influence on comprehension.

I 11 order to assess the reliability of the above differences, the recall scores
predicted by the two models (Revised- and Commercial-Support models)
were correlated with each sject's recall. Foreach subject, each proposi-
tion was assigned a 1 or 0 indicating whether or not that otoposition had
been recalled. Using a biserial correlation, this set of 1 and 0 scores was then
correlated with the predicted recall of each proposition. In this way an esti-

, male of how well the twopodels fit each individual subject could be deter-,
mined.) These results are summarized in Table 2. An r to z transformation
was performedron.the correlation scores to approximate a normal distribu-
tion. An analysis. of variance with lesson (revised and commercial) as a
between subject factor and model appropriateness as a within subject factor
was pefforned cob the z transformed correlation scores. The results indica-,;.
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ted that for both esson groups, the appropfune model provided a better fit

than did t he Anappropriate model, F(1,41) = 13.66, .01. No other

effects or interactions were reliable.

Relative Effect of Revised- 130 Commercial -Support.., Having
established that the two Support Models provide a reasonable processing

description of the joint effect of the lesson- and. text, the magnitude of the
influence of the lesson .over and above the influence. of the text was com-
puted by means of influence scores. These scores consist of the difference in

the fits of each Support model and the No-Support model. The influence

score for the revised .lesson consists of the difference in the fit of the
Revised- Support and No-Support models. The influence score for the com-
mercial lesson consists of the difference in the fit of the Commercial-
Support and No-Support models. Thus, in both cases, the influence scores
reflect the influence that the lessori has on retlall over and above that of the

text. As before, the fit of the models, which is presented in Table 2, was
evaluated in terms of the secall variance they accounted for,- using .the

STEW procedure to estimate the p parameter. N.

The influence score of the revised lesson derived from these Its is

..189. In contrast, the influence wore of the commercial lesson is .08 :This

'result suggests that flit revised lesson exerted a greater influence on compre-

hension than did *commercial lesson. The greater influence of the revised

lesson on comprehension may thus be one reason why Heck et al. (1982)

found that the revised lessons` resulted in better comprehension than did the
-

commercial lessons.
To assess the statistical.reliability of these differences, biserial corre-

lations between the aCtual and model predicted recall scores were compined

for each subject, as described above. These data are summarized in Table 2.

An analysis of variance with the lesson group (revised and commercial) as a

between subject factor and presence of lesson rein &tatements as a within

subject factor was performed on the'z-transforined correlation scores. The

results of this analysis indicated that the Suptiort models fit better than the

No-Support models, F(1,41) = 65.33, p.01, and that this effect in
teracted with lesson group, j. (1,41) 5.92, p < .02. A .Newitian ketils test

indicated that the influence score 4)1 the revised lesson was greater than that

of the commercial lesson, p < .oi

".1-ive subjects, three how the C'ottimercial- and two from the Revised-Lesson groups sere

(limited Irons all the analyses involving the bi.crial cottelaiions. lhese- subjects ickalled less

than 16 propositions. This low recall resulted in an extreme imbalance in the proportion Of re-

called and nonrecalled propositions (6% versus 94014 When such etoteme imbalances (Komi,

the biserial correlation k inaccurate (McNemar,. 1949).

14
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-Reasons for greater influence. The above results suggest that the
revised.lessotr-influenced comprehension more than did the commercial les-
son. The question remitins,fhowever, as to why it did sc One explanation
that can be immediately ruled Out is the It miber of,text propositions rein-
stated by the two lessons. The commercial lesson reinstated more text prop
mil ions (110) than did the revised lesson198).

If the revised lesson didn't reinstate.more orthe text, why was it more in-
Itticin led? One-reason may he that.the propositions reinstated by the revised -

lesson were, on the average, reinstated 2.8 times. Incontrast, propositions
einstated by the commercial lesson were, on the average, r.instated only

.1.4 times. Thus, even though the revised lesson reinstated fewer text propo-
Nitwits, it resulted in more total lesson reinstatements (278 versus 152).
1hus, if reinstatement frequency vas a factor, it suggests that children in
the RI. group were better able to establish. and link toAther he events
comprismg-I he plot of the story. The reason the commercial lesson resyteck
nt fewer lessoit reinstatenients was that it attempted to do more -than simply
highlight the text by introducing such additional topics as library skills and
art appreciation.'

Direct Versiis Indirect Lesson Reinstatements .

ftecatme I he revised lesson exerted a substaptial influence Jun comprehen;
slot!, it enables us to consider which aspects of that lesson were responsible
Itr, this influence. The first question to consider is whether direct and indi-
iect lesson reinstatements of the revised lesson influence comprehension to
all equal extent.

Tor study this issue, two influence scores were computed for the revised
lesson. These influence scores consist of the difference in the Irt of a model
that incorporates all the lesson reinstatements aria the of a model in
which one type of lessob reinstatement has been omitted. The influence
score for direct lesson reinstatements consists of the difference in the ft; of
model incorporating all 278 lesson reinstatements (called All:Support)_an4,.
a model in which the.247 Virect reinstatements have been omitted. (called
No-Direct). to influence score for indirect lesson reinstatements consists
of the differ ice in the fits of the All-Support model and .a model in which
the 31 indirect reinstlitementg have been omitted (called No- Indirect).

1'l fit, in terms of recall variance accounted for, o? the No-Direct,
No-Indireet, and All-Support models was determined by the STEPIT pro-

teCdure described above 'to estimate the p parameter of a model. These
.

this statement shbuld not he construed as implying that library skills and all appreciation
should not he latigilh. All that is implied is that having the child focus on such things during the
course of comptchending a ilomplex story may irair the children's comilkehension of story
cY ClIl

.1.
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results are presented in Table 3. The influencescore of direct reinstatements
derived from these results is, N6. In contrast the influence score of indirect
reinstatements is .001. These influence sc res suggest that direct lesson
reinstatements have, an influence' on c inp hension over and above that
exerted by indirect Isson reinsta et nts, while indirect lesson
reinstatements appatently have little influence on compreliehsion over and
above' that of direst lesson reiOtatentents. This is an .important,'though
hardly a surprising, find,ing. It suggests that, for the purposes.of directing
comprehension processes, little is gained by including, global references to
the story!or asking about children's experience, without making contact with
the story..

''Tb assess the statistical reliability of these influence scores, biserial corre-
lations between the model-predicted and actual recall scores wets' computed
for each subject.:An analysis of variance with model type (No-Direct, No-
-indirect, aijd All-Support) as a within subject factor was performed on the
z-transarmed scores. The results indicated that there was a reliable dif-
leience among the models, F (2,42) = 34.61, p< .01. The difference

. between the recall variance accounted for by the No-Direct and Ail-Support
models comprising the influence score for direct lesson reinstatements was
reliable, p< .05, Newman- Ketfls test. The difference between the recall
variance accounted for by the No-Indirect and All-Support models
comprising the influence score for indirect-lesson reinstatements was Apt re-

,liable, p> .05, Newman-Keuls test.

EffeVs of Individual Lesson Components
Having localized the influential aspect of the revised' lesson to that of

direct reinstatementswe can further, pinpoint the source of'the influence of

TABLE 3
Relative Fit of NoDirect, NoIndlrect, and Alt-Support Models

Model

ludo' of Fit.

Value of p
Pal mutter

Recall Variance
Aecounid for

Hiserial Correlation
Between Predicted <

and Actual_ Recall-

-----
No .2.59 ,3I0 .060

Direct

No .416 .627 .050

In-direct

All .415 .642 . .050

Support
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these direct lesson reinstatements by considering the relative influence they
exert within each of the four lesson components, Story Preparation, "SRU
Preparation, Pictures, and SRL) Questions. To do this, four influence
scores were computed. These influence scores consist of the difference in
the fit of a model that incorporates all the direct lesson reinstatements and
the fit of a model in which the direct lesson reinstatements from one lesson
component have been eliminated. The influence score for the Story Prepa-
ration component consists of the difference in the fit of a model
incorporating the 247 direct lesson reinstatements (called All-Direct) arid a

-model in which the 102 direct Story Preparation reinstatements have been
omitted (called No-Story). The influence score for the SRU Preparatitin
compiment consists of the difference in the fits of the All-Direct model and
a model in which the 26'direct. SRU Preparation reinstatements have been
omitted called No-SRU). The influence score for the Picture component
consists of the difference in the fits of the All-Direct model and a model in
which the 37 direct Picture reinstatements have been omitted (called
No-Picture). The influence score for the SRU Questions component
consists of the difference in the fits of the All-Direct model and a model in
which the'82 direct SRU'Question reinstatements"have been omitted (called
,No- Question). As befoie,. the fit off' the All-Direct, No-Story, No-SRU,
No-Picture,' and ,No-Question models was computed in terms of recall vari-

bo ance accounted for obtained by usingthe STEPIT procedure to estimate the
3

TABLE 4
Relative Fit °I'M-Direct, No Picture, No-SRU, No-Story, No Question Models

Index of Fit

Biserial Correlation
Recall Variance Between Preticted Value of p

Mot el Accounted for and Actual. Recall Parameter

All 416 .647 .050

Direct

No ' 4(W) .632 .051

H I I A

NI I 1113 .621 .051)

i jitestion

No .167 .6011
v .0s7

l'itillri: 7.

NO , 152 .601 .053

Sit u%
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p parameter for each model's equations. These results are presented in

Table 4.
The influence scores for each component derived from these values are:

for Picture, .016; SRU Preparation, ..033; Story Preparation, .049; and

SRU Questions, .064. .These influence scores suggest that the SRU Ques-

tions and. Story Preparation components exerted the most .influence on

comprehension while the Picture component exerted the least influence.

To assess the statistical reliability of these differences, biserial correla-
tions betweenthe model-predicted and actual recall scores were computed

for each subject. These results are also presented in'Table 4. An analysis of
variance with model type (All-Direct, .4-Picture, No-Story, NO-SRU, and

No-Question) as a within subject factor was :performed on the

z-transformed correlation scores.-The results indicated that there Was a reli-
able:difference among the models, F (4,84) = 8.56, p.01. Newman-K(111s

tests showed that the influence scores of the SfIU Preparation, Story Prepa:
ration, and SRU Question components were reliably greater than zero,

p < .05, .01, and .01, respectiVely.'The influencescore of the Viet tire coin-
ponent was not reliably greater than 0... p> .05. Moreover, the influence
scores of the Story Preparation and SRU Questions, components were both
reliably greater than that of the Picture component, p< .05, and .01 respec-

tively, Newman-Keuls test. Thti, of the four lesson components, the Story

Preparation and SRU Questions components exerted the most influence.

DISCUSSION

The importance of'the work reprirted in this 'paper lies in the. fact that
through the use,of modeling, an accomo of how children comprehend a

.story presented as part of a directed reading les'son has been inferred. Thi.

hypothesized account of what children do during a lesson may give us more

insight into how to design reading lessons than a simple description of whai

children do after the lesson.
. One insight we havegleaned fr m the present processing description is

that if a directed reading, lesson focuses systematically on ivoducing
relevant background knowledge and highlighting central content, it will

exert a greater influence on how the children comprehend the story than if it

does so only in a haphazard way. One likely reason our particular revised
lesson was more effective in directing how children Comprehended the story

-is that background knowledge was introduced, and the central parts of the
story were reinstated, repeatedly,: by different lesson components. The
revised lesson was ablelo do this because it had no primary goals other than

to rFinstate, and to introduce background knowledge important to, central

1.5
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story content. The commerciatlesson was not so single-minded, and also at-
tempted to expose children tif notions such as art appreciation and library

Ilk,;the result was instruction with less focus and less effectiveness in di-
ecnng how the children read.

Another insight we gained concerned identifying which aspects of the
revised lesson *re the most influential. First, we found that asking about,

_describing, or introducing general concepts exemplified by text events di-
tectly influenced comprehension more than references that were very
general or involved the child's personal experiences without tying them to
the story. Second, we found that the Story Preparation and SRU Questions
were the most influential lesson components. In general, these two lesson
components related the most directly to our lesson revision goals. The Story
Preparation component naturally lent itself to introducing relevant back-
ground knowledge and the SRU Questions component naturally lent' itselte
to prompting children to connect central story content (cf. Beck &
McKeown, 1981). It may be for thN reason that the influence of the revised
lesson resides primarily in these two componenti.

1 he processing description provided in this paper is far from complete.
Many important aspects of comprehension such as making causal con.-
nections, constructing a macrostructure, and coping with ambiguities,
distant referents, inissingicauses and other structural cbniplexitics, have all
been 'got.)red. However, we are encouraged by how much we have learned
Itom the simple models we used. Indeed, the insights gained fruhi the ex-
tended .Kinisch and-van Dijk models used here suggest that constructing
more elaborate models that can provide richer. descriptions of compre-
hension is a promising direction. for future research on comprehension
instruction.
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APPENDIX A
Summary of Story Preparation Components of Commercial and Revised Lessoki

Commercial Lesson

I. the child was asked if he. or she knew
zwhat raccoons ate like.

. 2. l'he behavior of raccoons is discussed,
including the facts that:

11.

n. Racvoong are small. furry animals
that live in the woods.

b, Raccoons are smart. curious animals
who sometimes get into mischief.

Raccoons ake g I at iemoving
garbage can lids.

-d. 10i:coons usually rinse their food in
a stream or river.

1. l'h child was told that he or she would
Fen io know a raccoon through the story.
and that "pc author wished to have the

Amory read enjoyment.

4. I he child was told to look for some
unusual things that happen to Mrs.
Mannnis as a result 'Of a raccoon.

.Revised Lesson

A picture of a raccoon was shown and
the idea that raccoons appear as if they.
are wearing a.mask was introduced. The
child was asked about kinds crf people
who might wear masks. toward
establishing that bandits weal masks.

2. The behavior of raccoons-was discussed.
including the fact that raccoons
frequently live near people as a
convenient food source, and that they
hunt for food at 'tight.

3. The concept of habit was Introduced.
Examples of habits that peojile have
were presented, and the child was asked
to contribute a habit of his or her own.

4. The concept of habit Was specifically
linked to raccoonsAnogoauced here was
the raccoon habit of picking up and
carrying off objects that lie in his or her
path.

\
The concept of coincidence was
introduced by a story example in which a
stuck thermos lid was loosened by being
accidentally knocked to the floor. Then
a scenario was set up which the child
was guided to complete by telling about
a coincidence that could occur,

6. The experinlemer concluded by telling
ihc.child that Mrs. Met-limns. as well' as
ihe-raccoon, exhibited sonic habits in the
story, and that some coincidences occur:

ea.

21
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APPENDIX B
SRU Preparation 01 Revised and Commercial Lessons

Commercial Lesson

SRU 1

I. Look at the picture of the
raccoon.

2. Is this the way a raccoon really
looks?

s.

3. Read the page to find out more
about him.

SRU 2

4.

5.

SRO 1

SRU 4

SRI) 5

12.

Read this page to find out what
kind of person Mrs.McGinnis
is.

rile things that she does and
says will give you an idea of
the kind of person she is.

6. Mrs. McGinnis has made her
wish and gone to bed.

7. Look at the pictures.

8. What do you think is going
to happen?

9. Read these two pages to find
out.

10. Can you tell from the pictures
what is happening?

II. Read to find out what the men
try to do and what the little
-racer-row Ants sts-rhe -men begin

to catty out their plan.

Do you think the artist enjoyed
illustrating this story?

13. What do the pictures tell you?

14. Read these two pages to find
out what the bandits do.

Revised I.esson

I. Look at the picture on this page.

2. In the picture you/Lan see the raccoon
and Mrs. McGinnis.

3. Read the page to fund out about the
raccoon and Mrs. McGinnis.

4. On this page yogil find out about _sonic
of the things Mrs. McGinnis always
does-- you know, her habits.

5. You'll also find ow about something
she did one night that was special.

6. Mrs. McOnnts has made her wish and
gone to bed.

7. Look at the picture across the boliont
or the two Pages.

8. Who is the raccoon looking at?

9. On these pages ydu can find out what
the raccoon did and why the two men
are there.

10. 1 ook at the picture across the lop of
the twei pages.

II. What are the men doing?

12. Real! to find out what the Men do and
where the little raccoon goes alter tbs.
men carry out their plan.

13. 1 ook at the picture across the two
pages.

14. As you read these pages you will tied
out why the men are running away and
what the raccoon does alter the men
leave.

BEST
COPY MAME
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APPENDIX B (Continued)

Comniercial Lesson

Skt1 h

I. Do the pictures on these pages
tell you how the story ends?

16. Read to find out if the story
has a happy ending.

Revised Lesson

15. You're going to read these two pages
in just a minute hut first tenteniber
that just as you stopped reading
before, the men were looking right at
the little raccoon up in a tree.

16. On these pages you'll find oui what
happens to the moneybag that (he
raccoon left.

e

4

23
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APPENDIX C
Summary of Picture Content of Revised and Commercial Lessons

Commercial Lesson
.

SRU I and 2

SRU 3

SRU 4

SRU 5

SRU 6

I. The raccoon is in an apple tree
that is next to a house. Mrs.
McGinnis is carrying pails of
corn and a bundle of hay to A
cow and two pigs who are
looking expectantly at her.

2. *Chi raccoon is hiding behind a
tree, looking at two men who
are next to their horses.

3. The two men have tied up the
cow and two pigs and are
carrying them away from Mrs.
McGinnis' house. The raccoon
is following..

4, The raccoon is in a tree. The
cow and pigs are uriderneatli the
tree, still tied up. The men 'look
scared and are running away
from the raccoon.

5. There is a barn with the cow
and pigs looking out. Mri.
McGinnis is jumping in front of
the barn. The barn 0 next to
Mrs. McGinnis' house. The
raccoon is in the apple tree that
is next to Mrs. McGinnis' house.
There is a slice of bread on the
doorstep of the house.

4

Revised Lesson

I The raccoon is sleeping in an apple lire
that is next to a house. Mrs. McGinnis
is standing in the doorway of the house,

2. It is night, and hi's. IALConnis is on her
doorstep looking up at the sky

3. The raccoon is hiding behind a tree,
looking at two men who are next to
their horses,

4. The two men arc leading theco'w and
two pigs down a road. The in:coon is
following.

s.,

5. The rikcoon is in a tree The men look"
scared and are running Awity Iromithe
raccoon.

6 -There is a barn. The barti is next11) Mrs.
McGinnis' house. It is night and-Mis.
McGinnis is leaning against the apple
tree that is next to her house, looking .

at the-barn.

LEST C.OP AVQ1E'LL:
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APPENDIX D
SRU Questions of Revised and COrninerCialtell8OnS

Skil 1

Skil 2

C'ommereial Lesson

I. Do you think a raccoon can be
tamed?.

2. Where did the raccoon in the
story live?

3. What did you find out about
the raccoon tlukt -you couldn't
tell by just at the
picture?

4. Ilow,could you leilituo the
tact on lived neat Wk.
McGinnis?

5. How did Mrs. McGinnis care
rot her animals and the
raccoon?

..;kt 1 4

I lave you evet wished upon a
star?

What kind of wish did Mrs.
McGinnis make?

om the kind of wish she
inile, what do you know
shout Mrs. McGinnis?

Did Mrs. McGinnis get her
wish?

What did the raccoon do?

Why did the raceoon swish his
bread in the water?

Where can we find out?

Why Welt` the Iwo men going
to Mrs. Maimnis' house?

1)0 you suppose they were right
Mums Mt s. McGinnis not
finding out that her animals
were gone?

is wiwilo von suppose the own
wore masks?

25

Revisit' lesson

1 Who lived in the apple tree

1 What does it look like the raccoon
has around his eyes?

3. Who lived in the house that was next
to the raccoon's tree?

4. What did Mrs. McGinnis do when she
saw the star?

5. What did she wish for?

6. What did Mrs. McGinnis put On her
step for the raccoon?

7. Did the raccoon know the bread was
for him?

8. Why did the raccoon come down from
the tree?

9. After the iaceoon Me the bread, why
did he look for more food?

10. What did the raccoon do when he saw
the men coming?

I I. Where were the men going?

12. Why were the men going to Mrs.
,McGinnis' house?

I

11. Why dud the men go io Mrs.

McGinnis house?

BEST COPY. AVALABLe
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17.

18.

SRU S

21.

24.

25.
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APPENDIX D (Continu,ed)

Commercial Lesson. - 4.4

Why did the(i-g2coon follow
them?

Were the robbers calm and sure
about stealing the cow and
pigs? How could you tell?

What made the men think
someone was following them?

19. Why did the raccoon climb a
tree?

20. What did he do when he got
'there?

21. How do you think the men felt
when they looked, at theiale
raccoon?

22., Who did the bandits think the
raccoon was?

Why do you think the raccoon
swished the moneybag iii the
water?

Did he puiposely leave the
moneybag for Mrs. McGinnis?

Would a raccoon knOw or care
about a moneybag?

26. When did Mrs. McGinnis find
the moneybag?

27. What does she immediately
Milan to do with the money?

28, What does Mrs. McGinnis
think is responsible for htr
good luck?

Revised Lesson

14. What did the men pill over then laces?

,l5. Where'Lere the men walking alter they
left with the cow and pigs?

16. limause the men kepi hearing noises,
what did they .think was happening?

17. Who did the men seelin the nee?

18. What part of the raccoon could they
see?

'

19. Whottlidthe men think theyasaw ni
the tree? \

20. What Jail the men do when they
thought they saw a bandit?

21. What did one of the men toss on the
ground? .

22. What was the 'raccoon looking for when
he went back to Mrs. MCGinnis'
doorstep?

23. What did the raccoon do with the
moneybag when he didn't find anything
on the steps?,

24. What had been left on the doorstep
thati.Mrs. McGinnis found in the
morning?

25. Who left the moneybag On the
doorstep?

26, How did Mrs. McGinnis think the
moneybag got there?

27. At the beginning of the story, what did
Mrs. McGinnis wish foi?

28. What did Mrs. McGinnis do with the
money to make the wish cisme nor? .

6
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